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Vision-based 3D moving target observation (3D伽VMTO) is a central problem in the field ofmobile robotics. In this paper,
a new 3D-VMTO method called active cooperative observation is proposed through cooperation among two dynamical monocular vision sensors (MVSs). Under this metho d, an algorithm based on an 巳xtended set-membership filter is designed to fuse
obser飞rations from different MVSs. An optimal observation condition is then introduced as the constraint into the relative velocity
coordinates based path planning scheme , so as to reduce the infl. uence of relative positioning among MVSs and their target on
cooperative observation results. Experiments on a multipl巳 rotor-fl.ying-robots testbed demonstrate th巳 validity and feasibility of
th巳 proposed method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Visual data has been crucial to the field ofmobile robotics b巳 cause it provides not only external environmental information, such as the distribution of obsta c1 es and hazards , but
also inner state information, such as the posture ofthe mobile
robot itself As a result, visual information processing , as well
as its applications in control and planning , has become a
major field of research in its own right , and vision-based
moving target observation (VMTO) in particular has emerged
as a central topic for investigation [1 -4]
VMTO has been used in many applications, in c1 uding
border patrol systems and multi-robot coordination systems ,
etc. Although there are some cases in which monocular vision
is sufficient for estimation and 位acking of moving targets (i. e.
if movement is mostly restricted to two dimension时， in most
other cases , high-precision , real time 3D VMTO is essential.
Thus , innovations in 3D VMTO technology can have broad
poslÍ1ve lmpact.
A number of methods for 3D VMTO have been propose d, inc1uding depth from focus (DFF) [坷， depth 企om
defocus (DFD) [呵， and stereo vision. DFF and DFD are both
monocular vision sensors based 3D reconstruction methods
that model th巳 relationship between the depth change and
blur of images. However, systems using these methods
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achieve good accuracy only at short range because of the
small physical size of optical components [7]. By contrast,
stereo vision can work well at longer ranges and is more often
used in real application of mobile robotics. For example , in
[8] and [坷， stereo vision is used to detect a dynamic target
and to create a 3D terrain map of the ground environment,
respectivel予 Unfì。由mate以 stereo vision is still of insuf丑
cient precision because the length ofth巳 stereoscopic baseline
cannot be increased as desired. This makes it unsuitable for
som巳 typical applications , such as 3D VMTO in large areas.
Given recent developments in multi-robot systems , an
effective alternative to stereo vision has emerged: track target
objects by constructing a vision system compos巳 d of mu1tiple
dynamical vision sensors , i.e. , vision-based cooperative
observation. Over th巳 last few d巳 cades ， this topic has
attracted a significant amount of research , most of which has
focused on how to improve obser飞rational accuracy using data
fusion algorithms. For example: in [10] , re-parameterization
of 2D Gaussian distributions was used to combine information from more than two cameras; in [1 月， the simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) problem was addressed
using two cooperative monocular vision sensors; and in [1 习，
a Bayes estimator-based algorithm was 巳mployed t。如 se the
bearing information from multiple cameras.
In contrast to information 乱lsion ， a strategy largely
ignored by r巳 searchers is to regulate th巳 coordinated behavior
ofvision-sensor equipped robots. The strategy is derived 企om
tw。如ndam巳ntal observations. First, it has been shown that
the m巳 asurement accuracy of single vision systems , both
binocular and monocular, is a function ofthe relative position
between the sensor and the target , and that the relative position wi1l strongly infl. uence tl比如 sed results，巳 specially when
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both the sensor and the target are in motion. S 巳 cond， in
complex dynamical environments , oc c1usion significantly
deteriorates obs巳rvational results , and can only be
avoided by moving dynamical vision sensors to maintain line
of sight.
This strategy has gradually received attèntion in recent
res巳 arch. For 巳xample ， in [13], the so-called Gauss-Seidel
Relaxation method was introduced to regulate the trajectory
of a team of heterogeneous robots to minimize the observation unc巳rtainty of a' target object. However, this work was
based on a stochastic model, and therefore assumed that
process and measurement error are stochastic 飞rariabl巳 s with
known prior mean and covariance. These assumptions are
difficult to satisfy in real applications [14].
1n this pap巳r， the 3D-VMTO problem with two
dynamical monocular vision sensors (MVSs) is researched by
solving the following two sub-problems: (i) th巳 data fusion
algorithm; and (ii) the coordination behavior optimization
algorithm. Th巳 first sub-problem has been researched elsewhere in the literature , but as in [13 ], most existing solutions
are based on a stochastic model. 1n our proposed metho d, dat在
fusion is accomplished using a more robust metho d, called
Set Theory-based Estimation (ST町， which assumes that the
measurement 巳rror and model error are both unknown but
bounded (UBB) [15] and can produce an estimated uncertain
set to which th巳 actual system state belongs [16]. For the
second sub-problem, w巳 construct a path planning algorithm
in relative velocity coordinates (RVCs) so as to guide the
movement of MVSs. These two algorithms are connected by
an optimal observation condition to form the so-called activ巳
cooperative observation.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the 3D VMTO using two MVSs.
*C1 and C2 are the image planes of two monocular
vision systems; (x , y， ξ) is the world coordinate system
ρvc句 ; (xc i. yc ;, ZcJ and (u ;, vJ are the camera coordinate
system (CCS) and pixel coordinα te system (PCS) of each
vision sensor respectiveZμ
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denotes the z-coordinate of the target in th巳 camera
coordinate system (CCS) of the ith camera; 叶" YT, and ZT
compose the position vector of the target in the WCS; fxi飞ι
and UOi , VOi are all the inter parameters ofthe ith vision sensor;
R;(X;) and Ti(X i) are rotation ma位ix and translation vector
between CCS and 认TCS. It should be noted that, since th巳 two
monocular vision sensors are both movable , rotation matrix
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Th巳 sketch of3 D VMTO using two dynamical monocular vision sensors (MVSs) is shown in Fig. 1.
Based on th巳 basic principle of stereo vision, the relationship b巳们可巳巳n the coordinat巳s of the targ巳 in pix巳l
coordinate system (PCS) (Ui , Vi) and world coordinate
system (WCS) (叶，灯， ZT) is denot巳d as the following (1)
and (2):

「iittitti--11L

Et「
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and trans1ation vector Rj(Xj) and Tj(X) are a1so dynamical
and can be denoted as the 岛nctions of each MVSs state X j •
By combing (1) and (2) , the unknown variable of Zcj and
Zc2 can be counteracte d, and we have ,

m!4(X j)+ mL(Xj)xr + m!2(X j )Yr 十 mI3(XJ Zr
mi4(X j)+ mjj(Xj)xr + mj2(XJ Yr + mj3(X j)Zr

vr(k+ 1) = w2(k)

m14(X j)+ m1j(Xj)xr 十 m12(X j )Yr 十 m13(X j )Zr
mi4(X j) + mjjXr(Xj) + mi2(X j)Yr + mUXj)zr

(3)

U2 =

Remark 2. In the proposed dynamical stereo system, the
re1ative posture of the two vision sensors is not fixed and has
only 1imited precision. In this work, w巳 consider these by
rewriting the states of each MVS syst巳m as follow.乡

mr4(X 2) + mrj (X 2)xr + mr2(X 2)Yr + mr3(X 2)Zr
ml4(X 2) + m~j(X2)Xr

+ m~2(X2)Yr 十 mMX 2 )zr

V2 =

m?4(X 2) + mij (X 2)xr + m"i2(X 2)Yr + mi3(X 2)Zr
ml4(X 2) + m~j (X 2)xr + ml2(X 2)Yr + m主 (X 2 )Zr
In this paper, the ACO
following two prob1ems.

probl巳m

y(k) =

h(X j (k) + ej(k) , X 2(k) + e2(k) , Xr(k) , n(k))

is divided into the

Since the target is movab1e , the state estimation of it can
be denoted as the following dynamical estimation problem:
Xr(k + 1) = f(Xr(k) , w(k))

(4)

y(k) = h(Xj(k) , X 2(k) , Xr(k) , n(k))

(5)
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where Uj ， 叭 ， U2 , V2 are defin巳 d as in Eq. (3).
Then the target states can b巳 estimated bas巳d on the
system equation (4) and the measurement equation (6)
through some non1inear estimation algorithms , which can be
denoted as a map as fo11ows:
Xr(k + 1) = Z(Xr(k) , y(k) , w(k) , n(k))
\Q
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In order to avoid dea1ing with the extra errors , ej(k) and
e2(k) is included into th巳 errors n(k) by 1inearization. That
means , n(k) is an integrated error that considers not only the

(7)

2.2 Planning problem
Another prob1em is how to make 臼11 use of the dynamics performanc巳 ofthe MVS to improve the observation accuracy. Assume that the motion of MVS is dominated by th巳
fo11owing equation,
)
Xj(k+ 1) = f(XJk) , uj(k))
白υ

wh巳re (4) is the motion equation of the moving target; (5)
models the m巳asur巳ments of two MVSs; Xr( k) and Xj
(k)(i = 1, 2) are the state 飞rector of target and two MVSs ,
respectively; y(k) is the measurement vector that can be
denoted as (6); w(k) and n(k) denote model and measurement
errors; k and k + 1 means that the correspondiIig variable is at
time instant k and k + 1.

,

(9)

measurement error from vision sensors but a1so the mode1ing
errors from the state of each MVS system.

2.1 Estimation problem

) X2

(8)

where X迁k) = (x式灼， y r( k) , Z式k)? and V还k) = (vxCk) ， 巧 (k) ，
vzC k)? are the position vector and velocity vector of th巳
target at time instant k respective1y; I1 T is sampling time;
Wk = (wj(k) , W式的) denotes th巳 modeling errors.

Vj =

h( X

Remark 1. In most applications , the detailed motion equation of the target is dif丑 cult to obtain. Thus the noise-driven
integral or doub1e integraL equation is usually used to mode1
the target in--order to pr巳 dict its motion , i.e. ,
(M+l)=M)+ 叫T+Wj(k)

Uj=

659
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where j(气*) are som巳 pre-d巳fined functions (linear or
nonlinear); X(k)and X(k + 1) are the states ofthe ith MVS at
the time instant k and k + 1, resp巳 ctively. In this paper, the aim
of the planning prob1em is to find some mapping which
conn巳 cts the current states ofboth MVSs and the target to the
optima1 behavior with resp巳 ct to some cost function by
considering th巳 data fusion results (the so-called optimal
observation condition in Section IV). This sub-prob1em can
be modeled as constructing explicit or implicit mapping as
follows:
U(k)"Plimal = 3(X j (k) , X 2(k) , X T( k) , y(k))

where

X于 (k)

tim巳 instant

(1 1)

is the predicted state of the moving target at

k.

Remark 3. In this paper, the following kinematic 巳quatlOn IS
used to denote the action of MVS system for the common
applications:
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Fig.3. Basic idea of ESMF algorithm.
Fig. 2. Main idea of ACO.

E(立， P)=

(x …川仕)ð.T
v;(k + 1) = v;(k) + a;(k) ð. T

{XERIl I(X- 立fp乍一主)至 1}
(1 2)

a;(k+l)=u;(k)

r( X;(k) , v;(k) , a;(k)) :S; 0

(1 5)

(13)

where 主 is the ce凶'al point ofthe ellipsoid; P is an 巳nvelope
matrix satisfying symmetric and positive definite condition.
Generally, the ESMF algorithm executes cyclically the
following two steps (Fig. 3).

where , r(*, *, *) is the motion constraint inequality of the
MVS.
With the above two sub-problems , th巳 ACO problem in
this paper can be d巳 scribed as follows.

• Prediction: to predict the n巳w system state by computing an ellipsoid ofthe new state X(k) bas巳d on the stat巳s
uncertainty set X(k-l) at th巳 last time instant and th巳
model error set w(k) through th巳 nonlinear process equa-

ACO Problem. With syst巳m model (4) and the measurement
equation (邸， bas巳 d on vision information from two monocular vision sensors , design the data 岛 sion estimation algorithm
Z(* , * * *) and the coordinate path planning algorithm
3( 飞飞叮 to obtain 3D observations of the moving targe t.

• Update: to revise the pr巳diction state set using the newly
obtainable measurement uncertainty set and the m巳as
urerη巳nt equatlO n.

t lOn.

The whole process and main id巳 a of ACO is sketched in
Fig.2.

IH.

ES岛IF

y(k) = hl Xr (创=主T(k) +

BASED COOPERATIVE

OBSERVA:τION

In this

The nonlinearity in measurement equation (5) makes
the update step difficult to be implemented because s巳t computing of nonlinear 乱illctions is highly complicated. Thus
linearization is firstly conducted with respect to the target
state variable X r( k).

V xr(k)h!川)这T(k) ð.X r(k) +

s巳ction，

the estimation sub-problem is solved
theory bas巳d 主 lter， i.e. ， 巳xtended set-member
filter (ESMF). ESMF is a kind of nonlinear bound guarante巳
巳 stimation and filter method which supposes the error is
unknown but bounded (UBB) and often modeled as an ellipsoid. That means , model errors w(k) and measurement 巳rrors
n(k) satisfied

(1 6)

。[ð.Xr(k)τ ð.Xr(k)]+n(k)

bas巳 don th巳 set

[w(k)Jf Q(kr1[w(k)] 三 l

[n(k )Jf R(kr 1[n(k)] 三 l

(14)

where h is d巳fined as (码， V xrC k)h indicates the gradient of
hO with respect to X试k); 主沃的 is th巳 current estimated
result and AXr(k) = (Xr(k)- Xr(k)).
Th巳 high巳r order t巳rms (HOT) ar巳 considered as part of
the measurem巳nt error in ESMF algorithm , so as to ensure
that the real states are in the estimated set. Thus the n巳W
measurement equation can be rewri忧en as ,

y(k)=hlxT(k)=州的十

where Q(k) and R(k) are both symmetric and positive de在nite
matrlces.
Similarly, the estimated states are also denoted as a
super ellipsoid set giv巳n by the following equation [1 呵，

VXr(k)h!X r(WX r( k) ð.X r(k) + íì(k)
where íì( k) is the new measurem巳nt error telID.
Th巳 new error uncertainty set can be denoted as ,

。 2014 Chin巳S巳 Automatic
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(a) Sketch ofthe data fusion.

IV. PATH PLANNING ALGORIτHMFOR
ACTIVE COOPERATIVE OBSERVATION
4.1 Optimal observation condition
Th巳 optimal observation condition of the ACO problem
means a formation of the two MVSs and the target. With this
formation , the best coop巳rative observation results can be
obtained. In this section , we wi1l explain and compute the
optimal observation condition. Firstly, the procedure of
mo丑ocular vision observation can b巳 shown as in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4a, th巳 r巳al position of target is denoted as a ‘ *\Bas巳d
on the UBB condition as in the last section , each monocular
vision sensors measurement can be denoted as an ellipse ,
within which the real position of the target must lie. Furthermore , b巳 cause the observation is two-dimensional , the real
observation uncertain set in 3D space can be denoted as a
cylinder whose axis is p巳rpendicular to the corresponding
image plane. Thus , th巳 data 在lsion result is actually the intersection of the two cylinders. That m巳 ans ， the optimal observation condition Îs the one at which th巳 centerline of the two
cylind巳rs are perpendicular, and the aim of the path planning
here Îs to make the inters巳ction of the two cylinders smallest
through by regulating the relatÎve pos轧lre of the two cylind巳骂 ， i.e. , relative position among the target and the two
MVSs.
。 2014
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(b) Relative pos阳 e oftwo cylinders.

Fig. 4. Relative relationship between two observation
uncertamty set

*C1-cylinderl; Cr cylinder2; Cal-axis 0/ cylinderl;
Carilxis 0/ cylinder2; Ca; , is intersecting line which is
parallel to Cal; a-the smallest relative distance between
h伊o cylinders; φ→angle between two 正ylinders; 哟，
eruncertainty sets in the image plane; 1/ , lrthe length
o/long axis 0/ e / and e2.

which can be obtained using interval
analysis [16] , are the enve10pe matrix of th巳 HOT:
O[.ð.X沃k)T.ð.X式k)] ， tr(-) means th巳 trace of the matrix.

With the linearized syst巳m ， ESMF algorÎthm can be
used to estimate th巳 state of system (8) and (6). The detailed
process can be found in [15].

C、

?二

i是(k+1) ，

Remark 4. From the above ana1ysis , it is c1 ear that th巳
robustness of the ESMF algorithm is main1y because: all
kinds of errors and noises can be in c1uded in th巳 algorithm，
which make the real value to be always a memb巳r of the
estimat巳 d unc巳rtainty se t. Of course ，也巳se proc巳dures maybe
result in conservativeness. This problem , fortunately, can be
alleviated by the ACO algorithm discussed later.

661

Two variables wi1l influence the intersection of the two
cylinders: one is the relatÎve position, i.e. , the smallest distance ofth巳 two central axes; the other is the relative posture ,
i.e. , the angle between th巳 two axes. The relatÎve posture can
be easily changed through regulating the relative posÎtion of
two MVSs. However, the relative position cannot be defÌ ned
beforehand because the measurement result of each monocular vision sensor are uncertain in an direct巳d 巳 llipsoi d， thus
our so-called optimal observation condition can only be
denoted as the relative posωre of the two cylinder and thus
can be computed by solving the following min-max optimization problem:
mÎn max V(C1 nC2 )
ψ

a>.(，，+/， )/2

On th巳 optimal obser 飞lation condition,
theorem can be shown:

(1 8)
th巳 following

Theorem I. Assume the measurem巳nt of each MVS is
isotropous , i.e. , the uncertainty set i丑 the image plane shown
as el and e2 in Fig. 4a is a circle , then the optimal observation
condition , i.e. , the solution of (18) , isφ= 71:/2.
Proof. The condition of the Theorem 1 means th巳 two 2D
measurement uncertainty sets are two circles. This is usually
reasonable since the difference between two directions is very
small
Theorem 1 can be shown using the following two steps:
(i) the vo1ume of intersection between the two cylind巳rs is
maximal when a = 0 regardless ofthe angle q;; (ii) the optimal
angle q; is 万2 when a = O.
了he first step can be directly obtain巳 d from [17]. Now
we will show the second step. Without considering the absolute pos阳re of the two cy1inders , the following equation can
be used to denote them:
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(1 9)
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Thus , the inters巳ction betwe巳n them can be computed
using the following double integration in the area denot巳d as
(19). Described in 仕le cylinder coordination, the area ofinters巳 ction can be denoted as ,

(!

AI (XJ

Fig. 6. Main idea of RVCs based path planning for ACO

* Ai (i = 1 or 2) and T denote the two MVSs and the
moving target, respectively; Vj , V2 and Vr are the absolute
velocity ofthe two MVSs and the moving target; VA Ti
denotes the relative velocity between the MVS and the
tαrget; LATi means the directed lines 斤。m the ith MVS to
the moving target; vp叩 is the projection OfVA Ti along the
direction of L矶 ψ is the angle between LATl and LAT2 ,
that is, cooperatiνe observation angle.

(21)
whererandθdenote

the coordinates in cylind巳r coordinate of
3D spac巳. From (2 月， it is easy to conclude that the volume of
the intersection is small巳 st ifφ = rc/2. This complet巳s the
proof ofTheorem 1.
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EI =X 1(k)+ ð. Tv l(k)-X r (k+l , k)
(22)
E 2 = X 2(k) + ð. TV2(k) - Xr(k + 1, k)

IX1(k+ 1) - Xr(k + 1, k)IIX 2 (k 十 1)-X r (k+l ， k)1
where 1*1 denotes the Euclidean norm. From system equation
ofthe MVS as (12) , we have ,
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where

i

cos qJ =
( X1(k + 1) - Xr(k + l , k)). (X 2(k+ 1) - Xr(k+ 1, k))
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/t11111\

nu
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PEW

We have shown that the optimal observation condition
is the one where the 肌ro cylinders are perpendicular. That
m巳 ans the cooperative observation angle (COA)φshown in
Fig. 6 should be , or approaches , as f注r as , possible 90 degree.
From Fig. 6, cos qJ can be denoted as:

,K

Substituting (23) into (22) and conducting linearization,
we have

A-E2-TU
4.2.1 Optimal observation condition
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τhe implementation of path planning for th巳 ACO
problem can be shown as Fig. 5, wher巳 the path planning
algorithm is embedded into the cooperative obs巳rvation algorithm b巳tween prediction step and update step so that the
MVSs can plan their trajectories to achieve the optimal observation condition and to satisfy som巳 other objectives.
In this paper, we use the RVC-based method in [18] to
optimize the coordinate b巳havior of the two MVSs. As discuss巳d in Section 4.1 , the optimal obser飞ration condition,
combined to target tracking and collision avoidance , composes the optimization obj 巳ctive for ACO algorithm.

十

4.2 Relative velocity coordinates-based path planning

LMι

X

Thus , the cost function of the cooperative observation
can be denoted as ,
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(25)

Then the optimization of COA is to minimize J] by
adjusting th巳 u;(k). In order to transform (25) into a linear
如nctio丑， w巳 defìne a positive 飞lariab1e z] as follows [18]:
(26)

is

Then, minimizing z] sul才巳 cted to the inequa1ity of (26)
to minimizing the following new 元，

equi孔咀 ent

(27)

J]=w]z]
wh巳re

w]
objective.

二三

o is

the to

b巳 design巳d

weight va1ue of this

where W2 ~ 0 and W3 ~ 0 are two to be designed w巳ight va1ues
used to trade off among other performance.
4 .2 .3 Collision avoidance
Collision avoidance is one of the most important problems in multip1e robots cooperation. Here the collision can b巳
explained as the following two aspects: collision betwe巳n any
MVS and the target, and that between the 们NO MVSs
However, in our path planning metho d, b巳 cause of the cost
岛nction 元， theACOφcan be kept near 90 by the two MVSs
as shown in Fig.6. Then, combined with J] , keeping the
MVSs apart from the target can not only avoid the collision
betwe巳n MVS and th巳 target but also that between the two
MVSs. Thus , the desired distance between each MVS and
target are taken as the collision avoidance cost function
The distance between each MVS and the target can be
denoted as

4 .2 .2 Target pursuit

D](u](k)) 主 d](k + 1)

Target pursuit is necessary for the MVS to track the
target and obtain its sustaining state. It is naturally that the
optima1 target pursuit can be implemented to maximum, Î.e.
maximize the following Vproji (Fig. 6):
V pr伊 (k

+1) = LA Ti (k +1). v AT;(k +1)

LAT;(k+ 1) = XT(k + 1, k) - X;(k)

(29)

By assuming that the target ve10city is constant during
each sampling time !1 T , the following 巳 quation is a1ways
satisfì巳 d:

!1v A Ti (k) 主 V AT;(k + 1) - V ATi (k)
= vr(k + 1) - v;(k+ 1) - vr(k) + v;(k)
= -v;(k + 1) + v;(k) 全 -!1v;(k)
=-u;(k)!1 T

Then the
as ,

re1ativ巳 velocity

(30)

at time instant k + 1 can be

denot巳 d

v ATi (k + 1) = v ATi (k) - !1v;(k)
= v ATi (k) - u;(k) !1 T

(31 )

The goal of target pursuit is to regu1ate th巳 u;(k) to
maximize vp仰 (k + 1). Thus the cost function of target pursuit
can be denoted as ,

(33)

= IX](k + 1)- Xr(k + 1，的|
D2 (U2(k)) 垒 d2 (k+l)

(34)

=IX 2 (k 十 1)-X r (k+1 ， k)1

(28)

where LATi(k 十 1) is the directed line from the ith MVS to the
target at time instant k + 1 and can be calcu1ated as:
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Substituting (23) into (33) and (34) , and linearizing , we
have
D](u](k)) =1

Then the cost
denoted as ,

乱mction

of collision avoidance can be

J 3 =ID](u](k))-Dc]1

(35)

J 4 =ID2(U2(k))- Dc21

(36)

where Dc J, DC2 are the desired distance between each MVS
and the target and they can be a1ways set larger than the safety
distance. Using the same method as in the cost 如nction of
optimal observation condition (2日， minimizing J 3 and J 4 is
equivalent to minimizing
J 3 =Z2

(37)

J 4 =Z3

(38)

subjected to the following

in巳 qua1ity:

J2 =

+ L.m(k). vm(k)) +
!1 T(W2L AT] (k). u] (k) + W3LA T2 (k). u2(k))
一(L4T] (k).v ATl (k)
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(32)

!1 T 2

-Z2 三 IE]I+ 叫一~Ei 'u](k)-Dc]::;
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(39)
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t:,.T 2

-Z3

s; IE21 +川一~EI 'u2(k)-Dc2 三 Z3

Nσ 3， pp.

3. Initia1 enve10pe matrix of target state:
Po = diag (0 .1, 0 .1, 0.1)

(40)

与 IE21

The p ::irameters of ACO a1gorithm are as follows:

by regu1ating ul(k) and u2(k), wh巳re Z2 andz3 are both
nonnegative. In (39) and (40) , W4;::: 0 and W5 主 o are wi巳ight
va1ues.
With the preceding three cost functions , the motion
p1anning can be mode1ed as a linear programming (LP)
prob1em:
Minimizing: J = J 1+J2+J3+J4

)

吵'

,K

<一

?-

Il

ρ、
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ρL

O

tit--J/
\飞

uu
'K

/lil--\

<- C

IEd

t:,.

= 2.7 , W4 = 1,

fk)二5ιk)

z

2
t:,. T
-Z2 三 IE j l+W4 一~Er 'uj(k)-Dcl S;

-Z3

1. Enve10pe matrix of mode1ing erro r:
Q = diag(O.OOOl , 0.0001 , 0.0001);
2. Enve10pe matrix of measurement 巳rror:
R = diag(O.OOl , 0.001 , 0.001);
3. 引1巳 ightva1ues: Wj = 0.01 , W2 = 0.0005 , W3
W5 = 1.1.

The target moves a10ng the following trajectory during
simu1ation ,

Subjecting to:

z
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Z2

T2

S; IE21 +叫一-;- Xi . u2(k) - DC2 三 Z3

IE21

UI .l.缸O时阳， 三 Uj(k) 三租1.，叩
'P.严F
陋 2.10H阳旷三 u2(k) 三 U2，u，怦ω
VUOIi川阳e四2 三 Vj川(k) 三耳VI，u，怦e旷r

V2 .lo附阳J 三 v2(k) S; V2，1乒啊
u4
Zj'注主 O

Z2

二注~O

Z3

<注~O

wh巳r巳 JjJ2 ，

J 3 and J4 are defined by (27) , (32) , (37) , and (38)
and U协 wer are th巳 upper and 10wer 1imits of the
optimizing variab1e ui(k) , respective1y，屿.10阳 and Vi.upper are the
maximum and minimum va1u巳 of the MVS ve1ocity.

The simu1ation results ar巳 shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
Fig. 7 presents the observation uncertainty set , as well as
trajectory ofboth the two MVSs and the targe t. From Fig. 7,
it can be seen clearly that: (i) the two MVSs can ke巳p tracking
the target to obtain continuous observations; and (ii) the
obs巳rvation uncertainty ellipsoid becomes smaller and
smaller and finally conv巳rges to a steady va1ue. This indicates

Ui , upper
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In this section , simu1ations and experiments are conto v巳rify the proposed ACO a1gorithm.

duct巳 d
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5.1 Simulations
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Fig. 7. Simu1ation result:

tr勾巳ctory

and uncertainty set.

*the middle line is the trajecωη 01 the target;
the other tlvo lines are the trajecωry 01 the tlvo MVSs,
respectively; the blue ellipsoids are the observation
result, i. e. the uncert，α inty sets of the target position at
each time instant.

1. Enve10pe matrix of mode1ing error:
Q = diag(O.OOOl , 0.0001 , 0.0001);
2. Enve10pe matrix of measurement error:
R = diag(O.OOl , 0.001 , 0.001);
。 2014
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(ε时)

15

Simu1ations are conducted using MATLAB on the PC
with Pentium Core2 processor. During the simu1ation , the
target is designed to mov巳 in 3D space free1y and two MVSs
tried to observe and track the target active1y and cooperative1y
using the proposed method
The simu1ation parameters are as follows:
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position of th巳 target， while in the estimation algorithm, the
3D motion equation discussed in Section II , (4) and (6) are
still utilized to model the motion of the target.
unδ
n、
口、。

(41)

where the meaning of symbol!1 and h l can
right figure of Fig. 9.

(s)

Fig. 8. Cooperative observation angle.
that the cooperative observation algorithm can be effectively
used to estimate the position of the target.
Fig. 8 shows the COA during the simulation. From it we
can see that by using the proposed alg Olithm, the two MVSs
can modi fY their motion properly so as to optimize the COA
even when there exists a sudden change oftarget traject。可 at
tim巳 k=5s

ln order to veri fY the proposed algorithm in real
systems, a demonstration experiment is conducted on a multiple rotor-flying-robots (MRFRs) testbe d, which is a n巳wly
出 signed platform to vel均 the cooperation algorithms of
mu1tiple rotor-flying-robot and is introduced in detail in [19].
5. l.l Testbed setup
The experimental platform is shown in Fig. 9 , which is
composed ofthree arms with on巳 side fixed and the other side
equipping a smal1 rotor flying robot. 1n this exp巳riment， the
middle manua l1y control1 ed robot (defined as Rl) is used as a
moving target whose motion state is unknown for th巳 other
robots , and the other two robots (defined as R2 and R3 ,
respectively) are taken as two MVSs required to cooperatively observation Rl. Furthermore , an LED and two optical
fi 1ters (b oth with wavelength of 850 血口) are mounted on R 1
and R2/R3 , respectively, so that the detection and identification algorithm, which is not the main concern in this paper,
can be simplified as far as possible.
lt should be noted that the motion of the target (Rl) as
we l1 as th巳 two MVSs (R2, R3) can be directly measured
using the encod巳rs equipp巳 d in the rotary joints and the measurement resu1t can be describ巳d as vertical angle α1 and
horizontal a吨le 卢1 as shown in Fig. 9. D∞ to the motion
limitation as shown in (4 月， each arm has only two DOFs.
ln this experiment, (41) is only us巳d to obtain the real 3D

b巳 found

in the

5.2.2 Experiment result and analysis
ln the experiment, the target is contro l1ed to move along
the fo l1 owing desired trajectory,

…

[=-Ac

YT =-!I COSα1 sinβi
ZT

(42)

= hl - /1sinα]

where ,
α1 =0

0

[卢I

5.2 Experiments
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ßI =~ 5k
1475+3k

k

:S;;

20s

20s< k

:S;;

95s

(43)

95s ~二 k

ß1is th巳 initial ho出ontal angle ofth巳 target as shown in Fi g. 9
Remark 5. The collision avoidance cost 负mction ， i.e. J 3 and
J 4 , are not considered in the experim巳丑tb巳 cause the collision
avoidance can be achieved by the arm that fixed the MVS in
the tesebed.
Remark 6. The real position of the target can be obtained
from (41) according to its encoder measurement value
(α] ，卢]).

Remark 7. According to the pose paramet巳rs ofthe cameras ,
the COA equals to 90 0 wh巳n the horizon angle betw巳 en the
arm of R2 and that of R3 is 110 0 • That m巳ans， the optimal
obs巳r飞'ation condition is

Iß2(k) - ß3(k)1 = 110 0

(44)

Remark 8. As discuss巳 d in Section III , th巳 estimation result
is the uncertainty set (expressed as an ellipsoid) that is
described as (15). Th钮， de也le that,
F 主 [x- 主 yP-I[X 一主]
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*The ellipsoids are the estimated uncertainty sets
that contain the real state of the target
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O-:;'F 三 1 means X lie within the 巳llipsoid E 仗， P). In our
experiment, we use this va1ue to check th巳 reliabi1ity of the
proposed a1gorithm
Experimenta1 resu1ts are as shown in Figs 10一 13.
Fig. 10 is the overview of the cooperative observation
procedure.
Fig. 11 gives out the va1ue of F in (45) at each time
instant. From this figure we can see that it is a1ways in th巳
interva1 (0 , 1) , that means all the true value point ofthe target
X y(k) are lie within the uncertainty se t.
From Fig. 10 and Fig. 门， the following conc1usion can
be obtained: the estimated states a1ways contain the true state
of the targe t. This verifies the re1iability of the method. The
observation errors are no more than 4 mm
Since the observation resu1t of the proposed a1gorithm
is an uncertainty set , the size of it shou1d a1so be an index to
eva1uate the observation performance. In th巳 experiment， the
size ofuncertainty sets from sing1e MVS and two cooperative
MVSs are compared to show the validity of the proposed

Fig. 11. Reliability index.
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Fig. 12. Comparison
observation.

betw巳巳n

sing1e and

cooperativ巳

method. (Due to the motion 1imitation of the testbed，也已
target is actua l1y a 2D motíon.τhat means sing1e vision
sensor is theoretically enough to obtain 3D position of
tl到 target) Fig. 12 shows the resu1ts. From Fig. 12 , th巳
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th巳 infiu巳nce

of the uncertainty of monocular vision sensors.
Furthermore , converg巳 nce ofthe proposed algorithr丑 is also a
problem to be res巳 arched
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Fig. 13. Cooperative observation angle
uncertainty size of cooperative observation algorithnl is much
smaller and smoother than that of the observation algorithm
using only on巳 sensor， which indicates the proposed method
has bett巳r accuracy and robustness.
Fig. 13 shows the COA duri丑g the exper才 m巳nt. It can be
seen that the COA can be kept much c1 0ser to the expected
angle during the wh01e experiment.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we studied the problem of localizing and
tracking moving targets in 3D space using only two
dynamical monocular vision sensors , and proposed a new
algorithm called ACO. The primary contributions of this
paper are as follows:
1. Proposal of a framework for ACO in which data fusion
and path planning are connected by th巳 optimalobser
vation condition , allowing improvement of 也 sion
results through adjustrn巳nt of relative orientations
among movable sensors and their target.
2. Proposal of an ESMF-based data fusion algorithm and a
relative velocity coordinates (RVCs) based path
planning algorithm for implementation of the ACO
algorit趾n.

3. Showing that the optimal observation condition of the
two movable monocular vision sensors is the on巳 at
which the centerline of their uncertainty cylinders are
p 巳rpendicular.

4. Experiments
with
multiple
rotor-fiying-robots
(MRFRs) testb巳 d demonstrated th巳 validity and feasibility ofthe above methods in realistic 3D-VMTO conditions. It should be noted that the proposed methods
ar巳 not limited to multiple monocular vision systems;
they can also be applied in other multiple movable
sensor syst巳口lS ， or even heterogeneous ones.
In 如ture work , we plan to integrat巳 camera dynamics
with target dynamics during the estimation step to account for
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